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Started in 2005 as Dev Bhoomi Institute of Technology, DBGI single-handedly has one sighted aim,
and that is to build a reputation as a 'Hub of Excellence' for learning, heritage, and culture while
contributing to society by providing transformative knowledge and lucrative opportunities that are
responsive to both the students and the nation's needs. Since its inception, the institute has been
thriving towards fulfilling the same aim. And, like every other mission, this calling also made the
institute experience its own sets of ups and downs.However, DBGI's dedication, perseverance and
passion have always lead it to stand at the zenith of what it does. 

Milestone Achieved - DBUU, Best Aspiring University in Uttarakhand
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Personifying its maxim to evolve extraordinarily, DBGI has been on the journey of constant evolution
since 2005 and has added another feather in its hat as it evolved into Dev Bhoomi Uttarakhand University
(DBUU), one of the best aspiring University of Uttarakhand.                                                                         .

Dev Bhoomi Uttarakhand University is a place where the people who will change the world tomorrow
are being trained today. With DBUU, we will embrace the new era of transformational and interactive
educational experience that transcends single methodologies and platforms. In this ever-evolving world,
education needs to sustain its critical role in helping people forge successful careers, pursue happy lives,
and positively engage in society. DBUU firmly believes that education is constant, but the world out there
is not. Therefore, with the new chapter, the university has decided to work on a new approach to education
that flows naturally, like modern life. Hence, the university has missioned to become the powerhouse of
innovation, a global centre for teaching, learning and research. With many more dreams to fulfil, aims to
achieve and milestones to conquer, we here are to build a better, reliable and radiant future.

Dev Bhoomi Uttarakhand University opened its gate first in 2005 as an engineering institute. Further,
the journey continued intact, and DBIT slowly and steadily kept evolving. And now adding to it, the
institute is aspiring to evolve into Dev Bhoomi Uttarakhand University (DBUU). Today, we stand as the
full-fledged aspiring university dedicated to preparing the world leaders in the varied fields who are
prepared to take up tomorrow's challenges for the betterment of the nation as a whole.
Striving to be one of the best university in Uttarakhand by endeavoring to foster education that 
prepares individuals who can make meaningful contributions to society as engaged citizens and 
leaders of this complex world.  



The first edition of our newsletter for Jan- Feb 2021 is finally here. This is surreal as it 
reminds me of our journey in pursuit of excellence that began in 2005; since then, this 
institution stands for its promise to be a trendsetter in every domain. 
I believe that the greatest gift to any student is the right education and that too of the 
highest quality. Hence, DBGI has evolved from strength and has ensured to meet the 
hassles of a new millennium and further empower our education and practical training 
programs to make them more receptive to the market realities. 
Our course curriculum does not only focus on the quality of education but also 
emphasizes student's holistic development. It is done through various extra-curricular 
activities and value-added courses offered at the Institute. The institution relentlessly 
provides support to the students so that they can contribute their best to society and the 
country. 
Being the Managing Director of such a visionary institute, I genuinely feel fortunate to 
visualize such commendable projections. And Finally! I must congratulate you all- from 
an institution to moving on a constructive path of being recognized as a university; we 
have grown by leaps and bounds, but we endeavour to walk miles!
Welcome to DBGI. Welcome to Exploration, Enhancement, and Innovation.

From Managing
Directors Desk 

It is said that an individual's personality is groomed based on the environment the 
individuals live in, and therefore the right environment is the foundation for every 
development. The journey to ignite the minds started 16 years ago and has only 
surpassed every passing day. Since its commencement, the Dev Bhoomi Group of 
Institutions has been dedicated to grooming leaders who are not just thorough 
professionals but are also great human beings. We aim to set benchmarks in academic 
excellence and holistic grooming to help our students meet the career challenges in the 
increasingly globalized economic provisions. DBGI makes sure to provide an 
environment conducive to creativity; we value innovation, team-sprit, and 
entrepreneurial leadership that provides skill-oriented training to meet the industry and 
society's demands.
We aim to teach students to LEARN, not just STUDY. Hence, we strive to travel beyond 
the boundaries of mere books. We have realized that the future is abstract and unknown, 
but the youth in our hands are real and can be moulded. Our students are the nation-
builders; they are the movers of the technology and agents of the change. We make sure 
that the years these future leaders spend at DBGI can add the best to their persona and 
equip them with leadership and managerial skills. Because the knowledge that you will 
gain here, the fine qualities that you will imbibe, and the technical skills you will learn to 
apply will contribute to your parents, society, and the nation and simultaneously will be 
our benefaction towards nurturing a better tomorrow. 

From The
Chairman's
Desk 

Vision
Our vision is to build a reputation as a 'Hub of Excellence' for learning,
heritage and culture while contributing to society through providing
transformative knowledge and lucrative opportunities that are responsive
to the needs of students as well as the nation.

Mission

To provide high-quality education and build a solid foundation
for the student's career, which can inculcate in them the sense
of right and wrong.

To contribute to the maximum development in the various
frontier of knowledge through continuous and progressive
research in order to promote innovation, creativity and
excellence.

To prepare a well-rounded, confident and
responsible individual who emerges as an
excellent professional and a good individual.

To provide an effective and efficient learning
environment where everyone can develop
their full potential and contribute to society's
development as a whole.
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2005 DBIT
Dev Bhoomi Institute
of Technologies

2006 DBIMS
Dev Bhoomi Institute
of Management Studies

2007 DBIPR
Dev Bhoomi Institute of
Pharmacy and Research

2012 DBIP
Dev Bhoomi Institute

of Polytechnic

2016 DBSA
Dev Bhoomi

School of Architecture
2017 DBMCAH
Dev Bhoomi Medical College
of Ayurveda & Hospital

2020 DBSBM
Dev Bhoomi School of
Business Management

2020 DBIHM
Dev Bhoomi Institute

of Hotel Management

DEV BHOOMI
UTTARAKHAND UNIVERSITY 

DEV BHOOMI
UTTARAKHAND UNIVERSITY 

2021 DBUU

MILESTONES
OF DBGI
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Happenings
at DBGI 

An educational visit to Brick Kiln Industry 
(Vikas Bricks Field) was organized for the 
students of the Architecture Department. 
The Kiln is situated at Mehuwala, Dehradun. 
The industry has been running well under 
the owner, Mr. Harbans Bhatta and comes 
under the top fifty brick kiln industries in 
Uttarakhand.
The drive was organized under the 
supervision of Mr. Ankit Goyal, Mr. M. B. 
Saxena and Mr. Shahrukh Shah. This site 
study-based visit to a Brick Kiln in 
Mehuwala, Dehradun, aimed to make 
students better understand the selection of 
material and its gradual transformation into 
a modular product. Furthermore, to impart 
students' knowledge about the entire 
procedure and the nuances of bricks' 
production on site. The students of the first 
year had broad exposure to the necessary 
process of brick making; they learnt the 
basic steps of brick making like baking and 
moulding. They also had an experience of 
live sketching in different industry spots: Mr. 
Ankit Goyal, asst. prof. The architecture 
department stated that "the students were 
seen indulged and interactive throughout 
the drive. Overall it was a great experience 
for the students as well as the faculties."

Educational Visit to
Brick Kiln Industry

Department of Architecture and Designing conducted a webinar on 4th January, on the 
topic `Know Your Inner Self'. The session was led by Dr. Barkha Manocha., a 
Psychologist, Clinical Hypnotherapist, Graphologist, Tarot Reader and Researcher in 
Transpersonal Psychology.
The session started with the question, 'What you know about yourself?' The program 
was interactive and engaging. While addressing the audience, Miss Barkha added, 
"this session will help the students to deal with stress, and the students would get to 
know themselves better. It is very important to know ourselves, but people start 
neglecting their own values and strengths".Miss Barkha also acquainted students with 
the ways to improve their practices for a healthy lifestyle and influenced them to 
practice a healthy working environment. 

Know Your Inner Self: A Webinar on Mental Health 

An online workshop was conducted on 30th January, it was proposed for the students of 
the Management Department to make them understand the importance of investment. 
The main speaker of the event was Mr. Amogh Gothoskar placed as resource person 
(Trainer) at Deep Archan Charitable Trust. Webinar aimed to prepare students for better 
decision making about investments in future. The department organized the particular 
event to impart knowledge about finance and make them aware about the role of 
investments. 
Session was made more interesting by the interaction session with the students. The 
event coordinator, and Dean, Dev Bhoomi School of Business Management, Dr. Divya 
Ghai stated that, “Webinar was not beneficial only for the student, but for us also. We 
learnt many new things like how to educate students about the different financial goals 
and how to make them achieve progress in their careers. As a faculty of this college, I owe 
my knowledge to my students.” 

A two-day guest lecture was organized from 19th February to 
20th February on entrepreneurship under the aggies of 
TEQIP-III, Uttarakhand Technical University. Speaker for the 
Day-I was Mr Ajit Nigam, experienced in 'Strategic 
Management' & 'Business Development' and the speaker for 
the day-II was Miss Nupur Agarwal, 'Serial Social 
Entrepreneur'. The whole lecture aimed to impart students' 
knowledge about entrepreneurship as a domain. And to 
encourage and motivate them to venture their career as 
entrepreneurs to increase and promote a sustainable and 
balanced country's growth. It also provided vast information 
on; education needed to set up a business, problems faced by 
new entrepreneurs, the techniques used to get the business 
flourished in the least time etc. 

Brushing Up
the Budding

Entrepreneurs-
Two-Days

Guest Lecture
on

Entrepreneurship

Investor Awareness Program-
To Impart Students Knowledge About Investment

Webinar: SDP
on Application of CCNA

A webinar was conducted from 21st February to 
25th February for the students of the Computer 
Science Department (B. Tech-CS, MBA, and 
BCA). The event's main speakers were Mr. Inder 
Dev Singh (SAP-FI consultant at SAP FICO) and 
Mr. Navdeep Dimri, (Senior analyst at HCL 
technologies). The workshop was carried on for 
five days, under Mr. Mukesh Rajput and Mr. 
Dhajvir Singh Rai's surveillance. 
Student Development Program on CCNA (Cisco 
Certified Network Associate) was aimed to give 
detailed knowledge about computer networks, 
different protocols used in communication, 
managing and configuring, CISCO switches and 
routers, and various WAN technologies. 
Students learnt about networking concepts, how 
to handle the routers, IP addressing, routing etc. 

Makar Sankranti Celebrations at DBGI 
Department of Hotel Management distributed the Prashad of khichdi among the 
devotees to mark the occasion of Makar Sakranti. Distribution was held near 
Bhauwala Chowk and aimed to offer one-time meals to the needy and underprivileged 
individuals to contribute a bit towards society. The event was performed under the 
guidance of the Director of HM Department, Mr. Vinod Srivastava and HOD, Deepa 
Chawla. HOD said: “Khichdi at Makar Sakranti is an auspicious offering distributed in 
the name of God to seek choicest of blessings for the upcoming harvest season in the 
country.” She further added that these types of events conducted at DBGI encourage 
and strengthen students believe in serving the community for good. 

On 5th February 2021, a visit was organized to 'Amar Ujala printing presses' 
located in the Selaqui region of Dehradun. The visit was organized by the 
Department of Journalism and Mass Communication.' The visit was held 
under the supervision of assistant professor Miss Ritika Puri and Mr. Rajat 
Roy. Students were given exposure to practical learning of the work of huge 
printing presses and how they work. Through the event, the students 
learned in-depth about the role of the print press in the media.

Industrial
Visit to
Amar Ujala
Printing
Press 
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Happenings
at DBGI 

On 23rd January, a webinar was organized for the students of department of Mechanical engineering, which elaborated on the 
drafting, designing and thermal analysis of piston. The event was arranged under HOD Mr. Mukesh Sethi's supervision and was 
organized by Mr. Vikasheel Yadav and Mrs. Shalini Chauhan. The webinar helped students had a clear image of 'what is piston', 'how 
it works' and 'what are the piston's uses in our daily lives. 

Moulding the Budding Engineers - Webinar on Drafting, Designing and Thermal Analysis of Piston

Dehradun, 3-January - Department of 
Fashion Design at Dev Bhoomi Group of 
Institutions in association with the Himalayan 
Buzz organized Uttarakhand Fashion 
Conclave. The event beheld a propelling 
dialogue between the fashion industry pre-
eminent faces and its emerging talent in the 
domain. 
The conclave witnessed renowned names of 
the fashion industry as the panellist. Fashion 
Stylist Mr. Ganesh Vyas, Designer Ms. Rishu 
Sharma Chauhan, Fashion Entrepreneur Mr. 
SwagatRanjan, Designer Naman Suri, Owner 
of Padmaaksh Salon Academy Mr. Vyanktesh 
Aggarwal and Director of Himalayan Buzz Mr. 
Gauravesh Singh enlightened the students by 
sharing their life journey and acquainting them 
with the insights of the industry. During the 
event, DBGI also facilitated the winners of Mr. 
and Miss Uttarakhand. Furthermore, the 
winners and the three top finalists shared their 
experience with the students and motivated 
them to keep working hard to pursue their 
dreams. 

Dev Bhoomi Group
Hosts Uttarakhand
Fashion Conclave

Online Student Development Program on ETABS 
was a five days online student development 
program. It was scheduled from 08-02-2021 to 12-
02-2021. The online student program was 
organized at the campus of DBIT under the 
supervision of Mr. Vaibhav Deoli especially 
organized for the civil engineering department 
student.
The session was immensely valuable as it help 
students understand the important aspects like 
creating a floor system model, vertical, lateral 
framing system, and how students can keep their 
data design intellectual properties. This online 
student development session was lead by Mr. 
Ankit Rai, Mr. Risabh Pathak, and Mr.Umesh 
Chandra Thapliyal.

Online Student Development
Program On ETABS

From the 8th to 12th February, an online student development program-an industrial 
automation with PLC & SCADA, was organized in the department ECE & EEE for the 
student of B. tech. The program went smoothly under the guidance of Mr. Tej Raj & Mr. 
Rohit Kumar. The online workshop helped students get acquainted with the theoretical 
as well as practical aspects of the PLC & SCADA to achieve industrial 
automation.Through this program, students became more aware of PLCs and 
necessary hardware components like sensors, motors, actuators, valves, conveyors, 
boilers, and SCADA systems, etc.

Online Workshop on Industrial Automation
With PLC and SCADA 

Craft N' Creation
Workshop To
Enhance Students
Creativity 

Department of Fashion Design of Dev 
Bhoomi  Group of  Ins t i tu t ions 
organized a 3-day long workshop on 
Craft N' Creation for the fashion 
designing students. The workshop 
was led by Mrs. Vandita, Fevicryl 
Professional Teacher at Pidilite 
industry. It was aimed to impart 
students the knowledge about 
different craft forms and equip them 
with the various techniques of 
designing and craft to enhance their 
creativity with the new features. 
Students were taught about Shibori 
Dye, Dab Dye, Dokra Craft, Tie & Dye 
Technique, Block Printing and 
Tibetan Art during the three-day-long 
workshop. 
Throughout the workshop, with the 
assistance of Mrs. Vandita, students 
created block using foam paper for 
dab block making. They created 
beautiful motifs for their blocks and 
designed samples for block printing. 
During the interactive workshop, 
students also learned about the 
world-famous Tibetan art form. 

The much-awaited Sports Meet 2021- Season 1 was held at Dev Bhoomi Groups of 
Institutions Dehradun; on February 2nd 2021. The 'Sphurti' Sports Club inaugurated 4 Days 
Intra college Sports Meet 2021 with great zeal, excitement, and frolicsome atmosphere. The 
Programme began with the active participation of our students in sports such as Basketball, 
Badminton, and Chess, etc. The students from different departments entered into the spirit 
of the occasion in a grand way. They participated and made the program successful.The 
energizing mood of each one contributed to the victorious finish of season-1. The 
coordinators of the event were Mr. Bhupendra Kumar and Mr. Vipendra Jhinkwan. The event 
was inaugurated by Hon'ble Chairman sir, Mr. Aman Bansal(MD), Director Engineering Dr. 
AK Jaiswal, Director Research Dr. RK Tripathi, Joint Director Prof. Subhashish Goswami, 
Registrar, and other dignitaries, etc. The high-spirited four days of the event ended on 
February 5th.

SPHURTI' SPORTS CLUB Organized SUCCESSFUL SPORTS MEET
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Glimpses of
Cultural Events
at DBGI
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Snippets

WISH
Was lagging in lapse of time
I know, you were in eight - nine
In mid dine, nothing was fine
Trusting wasn't easy on bloodline
I wish, I could bring back chime.

On the dark graves of grace
It was hard to find ace
But believe some face
You will heal as time race
I wish, I could make u brave.

On a eve, used to smile
But now waiting to exile
Thinking about evil & devil
Waiting to pause the while
I wish, I could take you a mile.

Shivam Kumar
ndB.Pharm. II  year

,d�gh�oä�esa�
,d ;qod lksp jgk g
/kjrh vkSj /kjrh ds ckf'kanksa ds fy,
;g le; csgn [kjkc gS 
lkeus okyh Nr ls ,d L=h
Nykax yxk dj dwnuk pkgrh g
iM+ksl es fcy[krk gqvk ,d cw<+k Hkxoku ls
[kqn dks mBk ysus dh çkFkZuk dj jgk gS 

,d yM+dh vHkh vHkh vxok gqbZ gS
,d yM+dk vHkh vHkh Vªd ls dqpyk x;k gS  
,d cqf<+;k lM+d fdukjs
cqncqnk jgh gS
;g nqfu;k ugha jg xbZ gS
jgus ds dkfcy   

Bhd ,sls gh le; es
,d cPpk vLirky es
xHkkZ'k; ds reke ca/kuksa dks rksM+rs gq,
iqjtksj rkdr ls
vkuk pkgrk gS
i`Foh ij !     

fouksn�JhokLrko
funsZ'kd]�Mh-ch-vkbZ-,p-�,e-

firk�dk�psgjk�
iksaN jgk Fkk eSa firk ds fp= dks
diM+s ls ugha ] gkFkksa ls 
maxfy;ksa es eglwl gqbZ 
ftoar Nqou 
tks nhokj ij Vaxh [kky ij ugha
dqykaps Hkjus dks rS;kj fgj.k es gksrh gS 
eglwl gqbZ 
firk dh nks fnu dh c<+h
nk<+h dh f[kjf[kjkgV]
ekFks dh lyoVsa 
firk ds psgjs
vkSj vius gkFkksa ds chp 
lkal ysrh gok dh iryh ijr

dSlk yxrk gS u 
cpiu es 
viuh uUgh gFksfy;ksa ls 
firk dk psgjk 
vkleku tSlk 
gekjh bPNk,a 
fdruh uUgh gksrh gS rc
iaNh tSlh 
lksprs gSa 
brus cM+s vkleku ls 
D;k ekaxs \ D;k ekaxs \

fouksn�JhokLrko
funsZ'kd]�Mh-ch-vkbZ-,p-�,e-

dkSu�gS�ge�!!!dkSu�gS�ge�!!!dkSu�gS�ge�!!!
inkZ fd, ifjank gwa\
>wV dh fyckl fy, dksbZ\
lp uk cksy ikus ls
fgpd D;ksa\
galus ds fy, btktr
D;ksa\
jksus ds fy, dksuk D;ksa\
Kku ds fy, iSlk D;ksa\
deZ ds fy, ok/; D;ksa\
'kknh ds fy, ngst D;ksa\
lsok ds fy, mEehn D;ksa\
flQZ viuks ls viukiu

D;ksa\
Shivam Kumar

ndB.Pharm. II  year

Hello! Hello!
My Name Is Tablet.
I Am Made From Different Excipient.
My Heart Is Made Up Of Active Ingredients.
Lactose Is My Diluents. 
Aligante Is The Disintegrant.
Gelatine Is My Binder.
Talc Is My Flow Promotor.
Adme Is My Pharmacokinetics.
When Binding To Receptor. 
It Is My Pharmacodynamics.
When Ever I Adminster Orally. 
I Behave Like A Ghost For Diseases.
Pharmacist Made Me,  Doctor Prescribe Me!
Suitable Dose I Act Therapeutic Action To Body.
But At Over Dose I Behave Adverse Effects.
Hello ! My Name Is Tablet,
Tablet! Tablet!  Don’t Forget Me.

You exhibited us our adversity.
Hold on!
I'm not sure if adversity is the apt word- How can it be?
These days of anguish only brought us homeward- 
the only place, we'd want to be.
Days that taught us to love ourselves slightly more.
We were cemented to our pursuits, running behind a dream
Time said-hold on! Breathe a little more.

Be grateful for the days of the week.
Until, my friend, You still breathe.
It's merely our inner demons on fleek.

Stop being harsh with that eccentric You.
Stop wondering about what's left behind and what's lost!
Because life is not a bed of roses, neither it is full of thorns.
For nearly all, life isn't simple.

Eventually, the days will turn warmer.
‘Life' you must know is an endless
ocean where we are sailing in a boat.

ROSHAN KUMAR
M.PHARMA (PHARMACOLOGY)

2 20 ,0

Pragya Thapliyal
Content Writer, Digital Cell 

TABLET

“To practice any art, no matter how well or badly,
is a way to make your soul grow.

So do it."
- Kurt Vonnegut
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